
 

  
 

Emotions and unforgettable moments - the
highlights of our show programme 2003

Variety show "FUNtastico? in the Teatro dell'Arte

A fascinating, new show filled with surprises and special effects of
international standard. For example, Fernando from Brasil amazes the
audience with his breathtaking juggling show. The visitors are struck with
Alexander Sharkov from Estonia, who definitely knows how to combine
strength and esthetics. The Lorador Brothers from Portugal present a
show with plenty of acrobatics, humour and athletic performances. The
variety show is completed with magnificent performances of the
Europa-Park show ballet.

"The conquest of the magical sword" in the Spanish Arena

An exciting stunt show with horses and fantastic costumes. The earth
shakes and 2000 visitors are awestruck, when the artists perform their
riding and fighting stunts. A show with acrobatic and comic elements and
breathtaking sword fights, which will captivate the audience. Experience a
world full of frightening creatures and fairies and the eternal fight between 
good and evil.

Ice show "Surprise? in the ice palace

Norbert Schramm, runner-up in the figure skating world championships of
1982 & 1983, has produced the new ice show "Surprise", which is
underlined with a variety of cheerful colours. The figure skaters perform a
wonderful show with wild rhythms such as techno and Rock'n Roll and the
beautiful decoration will tempt the audience to dream about the summer.
For the new season, additional outstanding figure skaters have been
engaged for the show, so that the company now consists of 15 skaters
from 6 different countries.

"Witches, hares and Hamlet" in the Globe Theater

The witty fairytale with plenty of comedy and artistry for young and old



 

  
 

alike will not only thrill the children's hearts. The play is full of surprises,
turns, plenty of fun and suspense.

New: Children's theatre "The Beauty and the Beast?

Since May 1st, visitors can admire a new production of the ancient French
fairytaile "The Beauty and the Beast?, which has become known all over
the world for the version of Jeanne Marie Leprince de Beaumont (1711-
1780). Europa-Park has adapted the long-known story to a
child-orientated play with a great deal of wit and poetry. The play is
performed 2 - 3 times daily (during peak season 4 times) in the new
children's theatre in the Dutch themed area. "The Beauty and the Beast?
will surely move the hearts of all children and of those who are still young
at heart.
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